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My research interests are in the area of programming languages and formal methods. In particular, I
am interested in developing theories, programming languages and tools to build formally certified system
software, with rigorous guarantees of safety and correctness. Low-level system programs, e.g. thread
libraries, garbage collectors, OS kernels and hypervisors, form the backbone of almost every safety-critical
software system in the world. It is thus highly desirable to formally certify the correctness of these
programs. With formal specifications and provably safe components, certified system software can provide
a trustworthy computing platform for high-level user applications.

The major challenges to certify system software are the inherent complexity and the lack of abstractions.
System software consists of program modules that use many programming language features and span
different abstraction levels, including the lowest architecture-dependent level. Many of these features,
e.g. concurrency, interrupts and low-level assembly code, are very difficult to certify in a modular way.
Moreover, it is extremely difficult to design a single verification system (e.g., type system or program logic)
supporting all these features and abstraction levels. For instance, most type-safe languages require garbage
collectors, which, however, cannot be implemented using these languages themselves. Another example is
that existing logics for concurrency verification all assume correct implementations of threads, including
thread context switching, schedulers and synchronization primitives, which are at lower abstraction levels
and cannot be certified using these logics themselves. Because of these challenges, a significant amount of
kernel code in today’s OS has to be written using “unsafe” languages; safety of the code is simply assumed.

My research addresses these problems from three aspects:

• Stratifying system components into different abstraction levels and defining abstract machines for
each level. Libraries implemented at a lower level are exported as abstract primitives in a higher-level
machine, whose higher-level operational semantics serves as a formal interface between the two levels.

• Designing program logics to modularly certify components in each abstract machine.

• Developing an open verification framework to compose a certified whole system from components
developed in different abstract machines and certified in different verification systems. Properties of
the whole system can be systematically derived based on the properties of components at each level.

The main contributions of my work are new program logics to modularly certify concurrent programs and
low-level code, and a new methodology and framework to combine domain-specific and foundational logics
to certify complete software systems. Based on the logics and the framework, my colleagues and I have
successfully certified low-level libraries such as a preemptive thread library consisting of thread context
switching, scheduling, synchronizations and hardware interrupt handlers, the malloc/free memory man-
agement library, the setjmp/longjmp sub-routines in C library, a set of garbage collectors, and the linking
of a certified conservative garbage collector with typed assembly code.

Abstraction Layers of System Code with Formal Interfaces

In his keynote speech at 2007 Federated Computing Research Conference (FCRC), Chuck Moore suggested
that an effective way to control the complexity of computation systems is to introduce abstraction layers
with well-defined interfaces, as those in the OSI model for communication protocols. Following this idea,
I first stratified a simplified OS kernel and designed abstract machines for code at different levels [7],
which was the first step to completely certify the whole kernel. As shown in Fig. 1, we have preemptive
threads following the standard concurrent programming model at the highest abstraction level (Level
A). Hardware interrupts are abstracted away and are handled at Level B. Code at Level B involves both
threads and hardware interrupts. Synchronization primitives, input/output operations, device drivers, and
interrupt handlers are all implemented at this level. Interrupt handling is enabled/disabled explicitly using
sti/cli. At the lowest level (Level C), the thread scheduler and the context switching routine manipulate
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Figure 1: Stratification and Verification of a Simplified OS Kernel

threads’ execution contexts, which are stored in thread queues with concrete implementations in memory.
Interrupts are invisible at this level because they are always disabled to avoid race conditions. Libraries
implemented at a lower level are exposed as abstract primitives in the abstract machine for the level above
it. Their operational semantics in the high-level abstract machine serves as formal specifications for the
low-level implementation. This stratified system model allows us to work on different levels separately and
to be focused only on a subset of language features at each level.

Program Logics

Concurrency Verification. Concurrency is becoming mainstream, with the wide deployment of multi-
core processors. However, concurrent programs are notoriously difficult to write, read, test and debug. It is
crucial to develop compositional verification techniques to certify the correctness of concurrent programs.

The classic rely-guarantee (R-G) reasoning proposed by Cliff Jones has been well-studied for concur-
rency verification. However, its applicability is severely restricted because of two problems: (1) no support
of dynamic creation (spawn) and join of threads, a feature widely used in mainstream languages (e.g.
Java) and systems (e.g. Pthread libraries on Linux); and (2) limited modularity, which makes it very
difficult to specify program behaviors and to reuse certified program modules. I proposed the CMAP
logic [6] to extend R-G reasoning with unbounded dynamic thread creation. My work on Deny-Guarantee
reasoning [1] reformulated R-G reasoning by specifying behaviors that the environment cannot do (the
deny condition). The logic supports dynamic and non-lexically-scoped spawn/join of threads, which has
been a long-standing problem in R-G style logics.

My SAGL logic [4] addressed the second problem of R-G reasoning by splitting program states into
shared resources and private ones. Rely/guarantee conditions in SAGL only need to specify shared re-
sources, therefore resources privately owned by threads do not need to be exposed to the environment.
I further improved the modularity by porting the frame rules in separation logic to R-G reasoning and
proposed a new program logic, LRG [3] (which stands for Local Rely-Guarantee Reasoning). The logic is
the first to support local rely/guarantee conditions, which only specify shared resources used locally in
the current program module. It makes the specification much smaller and simpler, and supports the reuse
of certified modules in different contexts. LRG can also be viewed as an extension of Peter O’Hearn’s
concurrent separation logic (CSL) with the more expressive rely-guarantee style specifications, which are
more suitable to specify fine-grained concurrent programs.

Certifying Concurrent Programs with Hardware Interrupts. Handling interrupts properly is an
essential component of low-level system programming. Unfortunately, interrupts are extremely hard to
reason about: they dramatically alter the program control flow and complicate the invariants in low-level
concurrent code (e.g., implementation of synchronization primitives at Level B in Fig. 1). Existing for-
mal verification techniques have consistently ignored interrupts and thus cannot be used to reason about
“interrupt-aware” concurrency. I proposed the first program logic for certifying low-level system programs
involving both hardware interrupts and preemptive threads [7]. I showed that enabling and disabling in-
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terrupts could be formalized precisely using simple ownership-transfer semantics, and the same technique
also extended to the concurrent setting. By carefully reasoning about the interaction among interrupt
handlers, context switching, and synchronization libraries, I was able to—for the first time—successfully
certify a preemptive thread implementation and a large number of common synchronization primitives.

Modular Reasoning about Assembly Code. There are two important reasons to certify code at
assembly level. First, it is required by certifying compilation, which generates binaries with safety guaran-
tees so that we do not have to trust the correctness of compilers. Second, some modules of OS kernels, e.g.
thread context switching at Level C, are implemented in manually written assembly code for efficiency or
for expressiveness to handle architecture-specific details. However, assembly code is very difficult to cer-
tify because of the lack of structures and abstractions. I proposed the SCAP logic [9] to modularly certify
sequential assembly code. SCAP allows control flows at assembly level to be specified and reasoned about
with the mental pictures of high-level control abstractions. It can be used to certify assembly implementa-
tions of common control abstractions, including functions, tail recursions, implementations of exceptions
based on stack-unwinding and stack-cutting, setjmp/longjmp in C, co-routines and context switching of
threads, some of which (e.g., the setjmp/longjmp library in C) have never been formally specified and
certified before. SCAP is a general program logic. It has also been applied by others to certify memory
management libraries and garbage collectors.

Putting Things Together

An Open Verification Framework. Just like we never use one single programming language to im-
plement our software systems, it is extremely difficult, if possible, to design one single verification system
to verify a whole system. I proposed a new methodology [5, 2] to allow components at different abstraction
levels in the system to be certified using different verification systems. To build certified whole systems, I
developed OCAP [5], an open verification framework that supports principled linking of program modules
certified in different verification systems. Systems composed this way are guaranteed to be well-behaved
in the sense that program invariants established in individual program modules are preserved. As an ap-
plication of the OCAP framework and this new methodology, I have linked assembly code certified using
Typed Assembly Language (TAL) with a dynamic memory allocation library certified using SCAP. OCAP
is also applied by others to link TAL code with a conservative garbage collector certified in SCAP. The
most important application of this methodology is our Certified MiniOS project, as explained below.

Towards a Certified OS Kernel. Based on the methodology and theories I developed for certified
system software, my ongoing project intends to certify MiniOS, a proof-of-concept operating system kernel.
MiniOS is a bootable 16-bit real-mode operating system kernel implemented in x86 assembly. It consists
of a bootloader, a round-robin preemptive thread scheduler, a set of synchronization primitives, interrupt
handlers for timer and keyboard, a simplified keyboard driver, and several kernel level threads. Figure 1
shows the structure of MiniOS. MiniOS serves as a good testbed for the applicability of the OCAP
framework and the program logics I proposed for different abstraction levels. So far, I have successfully
certified synchronization primitives at Level B based on the ownership transfer semantics, certified thread
implementations at Level C using SCAP, and have linked them in the OCAP framework [8]. The project
is also a starting point of my effort to certify practical OS for embedded devices.

Future Research Directions

Automated the Verification Process. My current work has been focused on generality and expres-
siveness of program logics for formal verification. Another important dimension in the research space is
to automate the verification process. Many works have been done to infer program invariants and to
automatically generate verification conditions (VCs). Development of proof assistants, theorem provers
and SMT solvers can be applied to automatically/semi-automatically discharge VCs. It is interesting to
combine these techniques with my program logics and verification methodologies. To do so, I will explore
the trade-offs between expressiveness of the logic for program specifications and the degree of automation.
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Program Analysis and Verification. The problem of static program analysis is closely related to
program verification. Program analysis tries to prove certain specific properties of programs. The prop-
erties are usually hardwired in the analysis process and are not as general as those supported by program
verification, but the process can be done fully automatically. I believe analysis and verification should be
combined to complement each other. We can first analyze programs before certifying them, and axiomatize
the properties detected by the analysis process. This will make the verification conditions smaller and the
verification process simpler. On the other hand, we can verify the correctness of the analysis process itself
instead of trusting the analysis algorithms and their implementations. This would give us smaller trusted
computing base.

Certified Programming for Multi-Core Systems. It is more difficult to program on multi-core
machines than on uni-processor ones. Transactional memory (TM) is a promising technique to support
simple and safe concurrent programming. Given recent development of software transactional memory
(STM) systems, it is important to have well-defined semantics and verification systems for TM-based
programming. At the same time, STM requires complex runtime support. Implementations of the runtime
have to use traditional concurrent programming techniques, including many block-free algorithms that are
very efficient but also extremely complex. It is a challenging problem to verify correctness of the runtime
support of STM and to prove that it implements the high-level semantics correctly. The relaxed memory
model on multi-core systems is another issue we need to take into account to certify the runtime system.

Safe Languages for System Programming. I also plan to design and implement C-like languages
for safe system programming. I envision such languages will have expressive type/logic systems to specify
richer properties (e.g. termination or resource consumption) than type-safety. With moderate annotations
in the source code, decidable type checking or automated proof searching can be achieved. Certifying or
certified compiler and compiler validation will be developed to generate safe binaries from safe source code.
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